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Editor-in-Chief’s appreciation
Dr. Ajay Das
Department of Management, Zicklin School of Business,
Baruch College, Box B9-240,
55 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10010, USA
E-mail: ijism@baruch.cuny.edu

In 2006, I was honoured to take the position of Editor-in-Chief of the International
Journal of Integrated Supply Management.
I am most grateful to the Guest Editors for their work in producing their special issues
in Volume 3. I would also like to thank all the referees, recognised experts in the field of
integrated supply management, for their time given to review the papers for the journal.
My sincere thanks goes to all the authors who contributed to journal for their timely
submissions and revisions. Their responsiveness allowed the issues to be published as
scheduled.
Finally, thanks goes to Inderscience Publishers Limited for their excellent
professional support throughout the year. Especially, Mrs. Barbara Curran for her
exceptional service, assistance, and guidance in bringing the special issues to fruition.
We now look forward to receive contributions for future issues and outline the
requirements below:
The objectives of the IJISM are to attract and publish empirical and theoretical
manuscripts from academics in all disciplines and professionals regarding a wide range of
supply management issues including purchasing and other incoming supply issues,
internal materials management, information systems and quality issues, and outbound
supply, logistics, and customer service issues. Ultimately, the journal seeks to promote
the practice of integrated supply management throughout domestic and global supply
chains.
IJISM will publish original, high quality, empirical manuscripts (surveys and case
studies), and theoretical or commentary manuscripts (theoretical models, literature
reviews, and thought pieces) from both academic and practitioner authors on the
following:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Purchasing and supplier relationship issues
Internal operations, quality, information systems, and materials management issues
Transportation and logistics issues
Customer relationship, service response, and demand management issues
Supply chain performance and integration issues
Supply management issues in services and the non-profit sector
E-commerce supply management
Performance measurement for integrated supply management.
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All papers are refereed through a double blind process. A guide for authors, sample
copies, and other relevant information for submitting papers are available at:
www.inderscience.com/papers.
Submissions should be sent as an MS Word file attached to an e-mail, with the title of
the Journal shown in the subject, to:
Editor-in-Chief: Dr. Ajay Das

E-mail: ijism@baruch.cuny.edu

